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A B S T R A C T

Introduction: Failures in drug development often result from the emergence of unexpected adverse drug reac-
tions. It is clear that adverse drug reactions, including seizure liability, should be assessed earlier. The goal of the
present work was to develop a new platform of in vitro assays, NS-PC set (for Neuroservice proconvulsive set), to
determine the proconvulsive potential of compounds earlier in preclinical development.
Methods: Assays were based on electrophysiological recordings in acute hippocampal slices performed with
multielectrode arrays. 4 reference proconvulsive/seizurogenic compounds (4-aminopyridine, bicuculline, kai-
nate and carbachol) and 4 anti-epileptic drugs (AEDs; phenobarbital, carbamazepine, clonazepam and valproic
acid) were evaluated on electrophysiological endpoints involved in seizure risk (neuronal excitability, balance of
excitatory/inhibitory synaptic transmission, occurrence of neuronal synchronization mechanisms materialized
by epileptiform discharges).
Results: The reference compounds increased the number and area under the curve of population spikes, triggered
epileptiform discharges and enhanced the firing rate of CA1 neurons. The effects of the 4 antiepileptic drugs
were assessed on these 3 parameters. They were able to partially of completely reverse the effects of pro-
convulsive compounds.
Discussion: The use of reference proconvulsive compounds and AEDs validated the electrophysiological para-
meters to detect proconvulsive risk. Systematic evaluation of compounds with the 3 complementary endpoints
increase the probability to detect seizure liability in vitro. Depending on the compound mechanism of action,
only one or two of the identified parameters might be modified.

1. Introduction

Drug development is a long and challenging process. Despite
soaring research and development costs, the number of approved drugs
have failed to increase and remains around 15–30 new drug approved
yearly (Kaitin, 2010). Only 11% of drugs that enter clinical trials are
approved by the regulatory agencies. Behind the lack of efficacy, the
second cause of failure in clinical trials (about 30%) is the emergence of
unexpected adverse drug reaction or toxicity of the developed drug
(Kola & Landis, 2004). Among safety issues, the occurrence of seizure(s)
or proconvulsive effects are among the most dreaded, as they often

result in the termination of the project, especially if they are discovered
late in the development phases. Seizure liability is more likely to occur
for central nervous system (CNS) compounds but also occurs for com-
pounds developed for other therapy areas, such as infections, cardio-
vascular or respiratory areas (Easter et al., 2009). The proconvulsive
potential of pharmacological compounds was classically evaluated
quite late into the drug development process, at the end of the pre-
clinical phases. It was evaluated along behavioral and physiological
observations such as Irwin test or the functional observation battery
(FOB) test, that are a part of regulatory safety assay, mandatory before
clinical trials (Andrade et al., 2016; Irwin, 1968; Moser, Cheek, &
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MacPhail, 1995). However, retrospective analysis of clinical and pre-
clinical data from 141 molecules from 5 different pharmaceutical
companies highlighted that Irwin test and FOB poorly predicted CNS
adverse effect most commonly observed in clinical phase I (Mead et al.,
2016). Even in pre-clinical phases, compounds that fail due to pro-
convulsive activity have already cost millions of dollars (DiMasi,
Grabowski, & Hansen, 2016). With the aim to de-risk drug develop-
ment, it is widely accepted that seizure liability should be assessed
earlier in drug development processes (Bradley, Luithardt, Metea, &
Strock, 2018; Easter et al., 2009; Easter, Sharp, Valentin, & Pollard,
2007; Hamdam et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2011). Unlike cardiac safety,
there are no guidelines from regulatory agencies about the most ap-
propriate assays to detect seizure liability in pre-clinical phases and to
mitigate this risk (FDA, 2017).

Different assays already exist to evaluate the proconvulsive poten-
tial of compounds, however, there is no consensus on which should be
employed. Drug seizure liability can be assessed in rodent assays such
as the penthylenetetrazole (PTZ) assay (Löscher, 2009; Löscher &
Schmidt, 1988), electroconvulsive shock threshold (MEST) assay
(Bankstahl, Bankstahl, Bloms-Funke, & Löscher, 2012; Kitano, Usui,
Takasuna, Hirohashi, & Nomura, 1996; Löscher, Hönack, Fassbender, &
Nolting, 1991) and electroencephalogram (EEG) (Dürmüller,
Guillaume, Lacroix, Porsolt, & Moser, 2007; Pillai & Sperling, 2006),
although not necessarily conducted under good laboratory practices
(GLPs) (Authier et al., 2016). Current in vitro techniques to detect sei-
zure liability include the hippocampal brain slice assay (Easter et al.,
2007; Accardi, Huang, & Authier, 2018). Other assays such as the
measure of the locomotor activity of zebrafishes (Winter et al., 2008)
and electrophysiology on cultured cortical neurons (Bradley et al.,
2018) are also documented, although less frequently used (Easter et al.,
2007; Hamdam et al., 2013). An alternative to these in vivo or in vitro
assays are in silico assays that could be used to predict the proconvulsive
profiles of compounds without using animals (Zhang et al., 2011).
However, none of these assays is ideal, each displaying different lim-
itations (involving animal suffering, displaying a low throughput, a
limited predictability, or results complex to interpret, not applicable for
early development stages, etc).

It is desirable to establish and validate an assay to assess seizure
liability in vitro that can be performed early in the drug development
process, with the aim of reducing the cost of developing new drugs.
Also, this assay should detect both seizurogenic compounds (com-
pounds triggering overt motor convulsions) and proconvulsive com-
pounds (compounds decreasing the threshold necessary to induce these
convulsions or facilitating seizures). Depending on the benefit/risk
ratio, a weak proconvulsive compound might be further developed,
whereas if the compound is seizurogenic, its development will likely be
terminated. In addition, it would be desirable for the assay to in-
vestigate the mechanism of action responsible for seizure liability.

In the present study, electrophysiological recordings in rodent brain
slices were used to 1- determine whether reference proconvulsive
compounds increased neuronal excitability and 2- determine whether
anti-epileptic drugs (AEDs) reversed the effects of proconvulsive com-
pounds, and 3- describe a relationship between the parameters that are
modified and the compound mechanism of action.

Electrophysiological parameters were recorded from rodent brain
slices with multielectrode arrays (MEAs) that provide the multipoint
recordings and are thus particularly suited to reveal synchronization
occurring at the neuronal network level. Hippocampal slices were ex-
posed to various reference proconvulsive or seizurogenic compounds
(4-aminopyridine (4-AP), a K+ channel blocker, bicuculline, a GABAA

receptors antagonist, kainate, a ionotropic glutamate receptor agonist,
and carbachol, a wide spectrum acetylcholine receptors agonist) to
investigate what electrophysiological parameters are modified in the
presence of such compounds. In addition, the capability of 4 anti-epi-
leptic drugs to reverse the effects of proconvulsive compounds was
assessed to validate the relevance of the identified parameters.

We identified three major electrophysiological parameters that were
modified in the presence of proconvulsive compounds: the population
spike (PS) shape and area, the CA1 neuron firing rate and the frequency
of spontaneous epileptiform discharges (EDs) which occurred syn-
chronously over the hippocampal network. Depending on the com-
pound mechanism of action, one or several of the three parameters
were modified and anti-epileptic drugs were able to modify these
parameters in an opposite manner.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Hippocampal slices preparation

Experiments were carried out with 3 to 5 week-old Sprague Dawley
rats without gender distinction (from Elevage Janvier, France). Animals
were housed and used in accordance to the French and European leg-
islations for animal care. They were maintained in animal facilities with
12 h/12 h light/dark cycle, 22 ± 2 °C room temperature, with food and
water ad libitum. On the day of slice recording rats were euthanized by
fast decapitation, without anesthesia. The brain was quickly removed
and soaked in ice-cold oxygenated (95% O2, 5% CO2) buffer with the
following composition: KCl 2, NaH2PO4 1.2, MgCl2 7, CaCl2 0.5,
NaHCO3 26, glucose 11 and sucrose 250 (in mM; pH 7.3 ± 0.1;
280–310mOsm). Transverse hippocampus slices were cut with a
MacIlwain tissue-chopper (Campden instrument, UK) at 400 μm thick-
ness for PS or ED recordings. Coronal hippocampus slices were cut with
a vibratome (Leica VT1200S, Leica Biosystems, Germany) at 350 μm
thickness for CA1 neuron firing recording. The slices were then allowed
to recover in a holding chamber for at least 1 h at room temperature
(22 ± 2 °C) in oxygenated artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF) of the
following composition in mM: NaCl 126, KCl 3.5, NaH2PO4 1.2, MgCl2
1.3, CaCl2 2, NaHCO3 25, and glucose 11 (pH 7.3 ± 0.1;
280–310mOsm), bubbled with carbogen (95% O2, 5% CO2).

Hippocampus slices were used within 8 h after their preparation. No
difference was observed between the effect of compounds on first versus
last slices used, for the measured parameters.

2.2. Multi-electrode array set-up

All the data were recorded with a MEA set-up from MultiChannel
Systems (Germany). Recordings were carried out with 3-dimensional
MEAs (Qwane Biosystems, Switzerland) with electrodes spaced by
100 μm (for PS and CA1 neuron firing recordings) or 200 μm (for ED
recording). The flow rate was 3ml/min and the perfused medium was
kept at 37 °C both with a heated perfusion cannula and a heating ele-
ment placed below the MEA. Data were sampled at 20 kHz for PS and
recording of CA1 neuron firing and at 5 kHz for ED recording. For CA1
neuron firing recording, a high-pass 2nd order Butterworth filter
(> 200 Hz) was used to isolate action potentials. For ED recording, a
low-pass filter (< 20Hz) was used to isolate field potentials.

2.3. Electrophysiological recordings

Recording of PS area and shape: The hippocampal slice was placed
on the MEA (electrodes spaced 100 μm) and one electrode was chosen
to stimulate Schaffer collateral pathway. Over the recording sessions,
slices were continuously perfused with oxygenated aCSF described
above. An Input/Output curve was performed to set the intensity of
stimulation evoking PS in the stratum pyramidale (stimulation between
50 and 600 μA, by 50 μA steps). The stimulus, consisted of a biphasic
current pulse (negative for 60 μs and then positive for 60 μs), was set
100 μA above the threshold intensity evoking PS, and applied every 30 s
to trigger responses in the CA1 region. After a 20-min control period,
the proconvulsive compound (10 μM bicuculline, 100 μM 4-AP, 300 nM
kainate or 3 μM carbachol) was applied over a 40-min period. For
evaluating the AEDs, after a 20-min control period, 100 μM 4-AP was
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applied alone first for 20min and next co-applied with the AED
(500 μM phenobarbital, 100 μM carbamazepine, 1 μM clonazepam or
700 μM valproic acid) for 60min.

Recording of EDs: The hippocampal slices was placed on the MEA
(electrodes spaced by 200 μm), so that electrodes covered the dentate
gyrus (DG), CA3 and CA1 regions. Over the recording sessions, slices
were continuously perfused with oxygenated aCSF as described above.
After a 10-min recording in control conditions to verify the absence of
EDs, the proconvulsive compound (10 μM bicuculline, 50 μM 4-AP,
10 μM kainate or 10 μM carbachol) was applied over a 70-min period,
in the aCSF described above or in an aCSF containing 5mM [K+] (NaCl
124.5, KCl 5, NaH2PO4 1.2, MgCl2 1.3, CaCl2 2, NaHCO3 25 and glucose
11, in mM). For evaluating the AEDs, after a 10-min control period,
50 μM 4-AP was applied alone first for 30min and next co-applied with
the AED (500 μM phenobarbital, 100 μM carbamazepine, 1 μM clona-
zepam or 700 μM valproic acid) for 40min.

CA1 neuron firing: The hippocampal slice was placed on the MEA
(electrodes spaced by 100 μm). One line of electrodes was placed in the
stratum pyramidale to record the CA1 neurons spontaneous activity.
During CA1 neuron firing experiments, different aCSF were successively
applied: aCSF 3.5mM [K+] (NaCl 126, KCl 3.5, NaH2PO4 1.2, MgCl2
1.3, CaCl2 2, NaHCO3 25 and glucose 11, in mM), aCSF 7mM [K+]
(NaCl 122.5, KCl 7, NaH2PO4 1.2, MgCl2 1.3, CaCl2 2, NaHCO3 25 and
glucose 11, in mM) and aCSF 10mM [K+] (NaCl 119.5, KCl 10,
NaH2PO4 1.2, MgCl2 1.3, CaCl2 2, NaHCO3 25 and glucose 11, in mM).
After a 10-min period in aCSF containing 10mM [K+], firing activity
was recorded in aCSF containing 3.5mM [K+] for 10min in absence of
compound, followed by a 30-min period in the presence of the com-
pound tested (10 μM bicuculline, 50 μM 4-AP, 1 μM kainate, 3 μM car-
bachol, 500 μM phenobarbital, 100 μM carbamazepine, 1 μM clona-
zepam or 700 μM valproic acid) or vehicle. Next firing activity was
recorded in aCSF containing 7mM [K+] for 30min, and finally in aCSF
containing 10mM [K+] for 30min, still in the presence of compound
tested or vehicle.

2.3.1. Data analysis

PS area and shape: The PS area under the curve (AUC) (between 2
and 100ms after the stimulus) was calculated for each electrode of
each slice using Igor Pro 6.22 software. The duration of PS increased
in the presence of proconvulsive compounds but without exceeding
100ms for compounds tested. For normalization, each PS area was
normalized to the mean-averaged area recorded over a 20-min
control period, before compound application. The data from each
electrode within a single slice were first averaged. Next data from
each slice in the same experimental conditions were averaged.
Normalized PS AUC was plotted as a function of time ± SEM. The
number of spikes generated by a single stimulation was determined
visually by using clampfit 10.3 software to average consecutive raw
traces (from the last five minutes of compound application). The
possible additional spikes at the end of each compound(s) applica-
tion period were monitored at all the recorded electrodes, averaged
for each slice and presented for each experimental condition in bar
graph format as mean ± SEM. On average, about 4 electrodes per
slice were used to monitor the compound effect on the PS area and
the number of spikes. For evaluating AEDs, the number of additional
spikes triggered by 4-AP was considered as 100%. The mean number
of multiple spikes over the last five minutes of application of the
reference AED was expressed as a function of 4-AP-induced addi-
tional spikes (between t=35–40min) and presented in a bar
graph± SEM.
EDs: The ED frequency and amplitude were monitored all along the
experiments. The ED frequency and amplitude were averaged in 30 s
bins from 9 electrodes in each hippocampal slice (3 in each hippo-
campal sub-field CA1, CA3 and DG). Data from each slice in
equivalent experimental conditions were next averaged. The

frequency of EDs (in Hz) were expressed as a function of time
(± SEM). For evaluating AEDs, the ED rate at the end of 4-AP ap-
plication alone (at t=37.5–40min) was considered as 100%, the
percentage of inhibition of EDs was quantified over the last 2.5 min
of AED application and presented in a bar graph± SEM.
CA1 neuron firing: The neuron firing rate (in Hz) was normalized to
1 in regard to the one recorded over the initial 10-min control
period. In average, about 7 electrodes per slice were used to monitor
the compound effect on the CA1 neuron firing. The data from each
electrode within a single slice were first averaged. Next data from
each slice in the same experimental conditions were averaged.
Normalized firing rate was plotted as a function of time ± SEM.
The effect of compounds was quantified over the last five minutes in
each aCSF (at t=45–50min for 3.5 mMK+ aCSF, at t=75–80min
for 7mMK+ aCSF and t=105–110min for 10mMK+ aCSF).

2.3.2. Drugs
4-AP and carbamazepine were purchased from Abcam (UK), bicu-

culline, carbachol, kainate, phenobarbital, clonazepam and valproic
acid were from Sigma-Aldrich (France). 1000-fold concentrated stock
solutions were prepared in DMSO or deionized water. Stock solution
were then aliquoted and stored at −20 °C until use. The vehicle con-
centration was adjusted to be equal over the entirety of each recording
session or equal to the one in control experiments recorded in parallel
(without exceeding 0.3% for DMSO).

2.4. Statistical analysis

Data were tested for statistical significance with two-tailed Student's
t-test for comparison before/after compound application (for evaluating
AED's effect on ED) or with Mann-Whitney test for unpaired comparison
(between control and compound-exposed slices, at equivalent time
points). As recordings obtained from different electrode in a single
hippocampal slice could not be considered as fully independent, the
number of slices (and not the number of recorded electrodes) was
considered as the number of samples for statistical analyses. In figure
legends, n corresponds to the number of slices.

A critical p value p < .05 was considered significant for the sta-
tistical tests used throughout the study. * corresponds to p < .05, ** to
p < .01, *** to p < .001, **** to p < .0001, ns to non-significant.

3. Results

3.1. Bicuculline, 4-AP and kainate increase the PS area and trigger multiple
spikes in response to a single stimulation

In response to a single stimulation of Schaffer collaterals (axons
from the CA3 pyramidal neurons), excitatory postsynaptic potentials
(EPSPs) could be measured in the stratum radiatum of the CA1 region of
rat hippocampal slices. EPSPs result from the depolarization of the
baso-lateral dendrites of the post-synaptic CA1 neurons in response to
glutamate release from the presynaptic terminals of CA3 neuron axons.
CA3 neurons also stimulate GABAergic interneurons that synapse onto
CA1 pyramidal neurons and hyperpolarize them by releasing GABA.
When the depolarization of the CA1 neurons reaches a defined
threshold, an action potential is generated at the somatic level, in the
stratum pyramidale, and propagates along the axon of CA1 neurons
(Andersen, Bliss, & Skrede, 1971; Klausberger, 2009). After Schaffer
collaterals stimulation, population of CA1 neurons that are activated
simultaneously and fire an action potential in synchrony give rise to a
single population spike (PS), while recorded extracellularly (Fig. 1A,
black trace).

The PS area and shape remain stable over at least 2 h when the
stimulation is applied at 0.033 Hz. Both parameters were monitored
before and after application of reference proconvulsive compounds:
bicuculline, 4-AP, kainate and carbachol. Among the 4 compounds that
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were evaluated, 3 increased the PS area (Fig. 1C) and the number of
spikes generated in response to a single stimulation (Fig. 1B).

10 μM bicuculline (n=4) rapidly and significantly increased the PS
area (p= .0286) and triggered multiples spikes (Fig. 1A: representative
PS before, black trace, and after a 20-min bicuculline application, grey
trace; the PS clearly display 4 additional spikes then). The PS area in-
creased over the 10 first minutes of 10 μM bicuculline application, and
then remained quite steady until the end of the recording session. The
PS area was then almost 4 times greater than in control conditions (the
PS area was 3.85 ± 1.00, at endpoint). In parallel, the mean number of
additional spikes was 4.2 ± 0.2 at endpoint, and significantly differed
(p= .0286) from the one in control experiments (no additional spikes
in control conditions).

100 μM 4-AP (n=9) also significantly increased the PS area (it was
2.75 ± 0.28 at endpoint; p= .0061) and triggered multiple spikes (the
mean number of spikes was 2.2 ± 0.3 at endpoint, whereas no addi-
tional spikes were observed in control conditions, significant difference,
p= .0061).

300 nM kainate (n=4) did not increase the PS area (p= .5714; the
PS area was 1.09 ± 0.11 at endpoint) but generated an additional
spike (the mean number of additional spikes was 0.8 ± 0.1 at end-
point, whereas no additional spikes were observed in control condi-
tions, significant difference, p= .0286).

3 μM carbachol (n=4) decreased the PS area, but this effect just

failed to reach significance (p= .0667). The PS area was 0.51 ± 0.01
at endpoint. Carbachol did not generate additional spikes, as in control
experiments.

3.2. Phenobarbital, carbamazepine and clonazepam efficiently reversed 4-
AP-induced additional spikes but did not reverse 4-AP-induced increase of
the PS area

The effects of four AEDs, phenobarbital, carbamazepine, clona-
zepam and valproic acid, were evaluated on PS recorded in the presence
of 100 μM 4-AP. As previously observed, 4-AP increased the PS ampli-
tude and triggered two additional spikes on average (Fig. 2A: re-
presentative PS before, black trace, and 20min after 4-AP application,
dotted black trace). None of the evaluated AEDs significantly reversed
the 4-AP effect on PS area (the PS area was 2.41 ± 0.38, 2.00 ± 0.31,
2.60 ± 0.2., 2.05 ± 0.27 after a 40-min co-application of 4-AP and
phenobarbital (n=3), carbamazepine (n=3), clonazepam (n=4)
and valproic acid (n=3), respectively, versus 2.74 ± 0.20 in hippo-
campal slices exposed to 4-AP only (n=6), all at endpoint, Fig. 2B).
Interestingly, three out of the four evaluated AEDs almost fully in-
hibited the occurrence of multiple spikes, without modifying the PS
area. The number of additional spikes triggered by 4-AP could slightly
vary from slice to slice, or according the electrodes within a single slice.
Thus, the number of additional spikes triggered by 100 μM 4-AP was

Fig. 1. Evaluation of bicuculline, 4-AP, kainate and carbachol on PS area and shape.
A: PS recorded from a representative electrode before (black trace) and 20min after 20 μM bicuculline application (grey trace).
B: Count of the additional spikes observed 40min after application of 10 μM bicuculline (grey bar, n=4), 100 μM 4-AP (white bar, n=9), 300 nM kainate (black
bar, n= 4) and 3 μM carbachol (dark grey bar, n= 4). Error bars correspond to SEM. Significance of the difference with control slices (not shown on the graph) is
specified above bars (*, p < .05; **, p < .01; Mann-Whitney test).
C: normalized PS area before and over a-40-min application of 10 μM bicuculline (grey circles, n= 4), 100 μM 4-AP (white triangles, n= 9), 300 nM kainate (black
squares, n=4) and 3 μM carbachol (white diamonds, n=4).
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considered as a 100%, to be able to compare the effect of the different
AEDs. 100 μM phenobarbital, 100 μM carbamazepine and 1 μM clona-
zepam strongly decreased the number of additional spikes, by
83 ± 8%, 96 ± 4%, and 98 ± 2% respectively, in regards to the one
at t=35–40min (Fig. 2C). This effect was significant for the 3 com-
pounds (p= .0357, p= .0357 and p= .0159, respectively). 700 μM
valproic acid effect was more modest but was also significant
(p= .0357). The number of spikes was decreased by 14 ± 4% after a
60-min co-application of 100 μM 4-AP and 700 μM valproic acid,
whereas in control slices exposed to 4-AP only, the percentage of ad-
ditional spikes further increased, by 28 ± 4%, between t= 35–40min
and t=95–100min.

3.3. In physiological conditions, 4-AP and carbachol triggered ED but not
kainate and bicuculline

The 4 reference proconvulsive compounds were applied on a naïve
hippocampal slice, in absence of any kind of stimulation. The possible
occurrence of epileptiform events was assessed with a MEA of whom
electrodes cover the entirety of the hippocampal slice.

EDs correspond to a massive and synchronous discharge of a group
of neurons over a large brain area, in the absence of any electrical
stimulation. EDs rely on the ability of group of neurons to fire in

synchrony. When a sufficient number of neurons that are connected fire
or burst within the same time window, they mutually excite each other
and trigger bursting in “follower” neurons. Group of neurons excites
other groups of neurons in a cascade, until the majority of neurons from
a large brain area fire in synchrony. Each neuron receives input from
the other neurons before, during and after the bursting, thus causing the
large depolarization that is recorded as ED bursting activity.
Furthermore, EDs are associated with a local increase of the [K+]ext
(Avoli, Louvel, Kurcewicz, Pumain, & Barbarosie, 1996; Colom &
Saggau, 1994). While this is a consequence rather than a cause of ED
initiation, it is likely that the elevation of [K+]ext plays a role in the
maintenance of recurrent epileptiform events.

50 μM 4-AP (n=4) rapidly triggered EDs, after about 5min of ap-
plication. The frequency of 4-AP-induced EDs increased over about
10min, and then remained steady over a 60-min period at around
0.3 Hz (Fig. 3A). 4-AP triggered EDs that occurred at regular intervals
(Fig. 3C) and that could be observed over the whole hippocampal slices
(in the DG, CA3 and CA1 hippocampal sub-fields, see Fig. 3B).

10 μM carbachol (n=3) also triggered EDs after about 5min of
application. The rate of carbachol-induced EDs was lower than the one
triggered by 4-AP (around 0.1 Hz) but mainly they occurred with a
different pattern (Fig. 3E). Carbachol-induced EDs consisted in a suc-
cession of episodes: 1 or 2 or EDs, occurring at long intervals (about 40 s

Fig. 2. Evaluation of phenobarbital, carbamazepine, clonazepam and valproic acid on 4-AP-induced change of PS shape and area.
A: PS recorded from a representative electrode before (black trace), 20min after 100 μM 4-AP application (dotted black trace) and 40min after 100 μM 4-AP co-
application with 1 μM clonazepam (grey trace).
B: Normalized PS area recorded over 20min in control conditions, 20min in the presence of 100 μM 4-AP only, and 60 additional minutes in the presence of 100 μM
4-AP (white triangles, n=5), 100 μM 4-AP+500 μM phenobarbital (grey squares, n=3), 100 μM 4-AP+100 μM carbamazepine (black circles, n=3), 100 μM 4-
AP+1 μM clonazepam (white diamonds line, n=4), 100 μM 4-AP+700 μM valproic acid (grey circles, n=3).
C: The number of multiple spikes observed after 20min 4-AP application (at t=35–40min) was considered as 100% for each slice, and the number of additional
spikes remaining after 60min in the presence of 100 μM 4-AP (white bar, n= 5), 100 μM 4-AP+500 μM phenobarbital (hatched grey bar, n=3), 100 μM 4-
AP+100 μM carbamazepine (hatched black bar, n=3), 100 μM 4-AP+1 μM clonazepam (dotted grey bar, n=4), 100 μM 4-AP+700 μM valproic acid (striped
black bar, n=3) was quantified. Error bars correspond to SEM. Significance of the difference in the presence of 4-AP only and in the presence of the AED co-applied
at t=95–100min is specified above bars (*, p < .01; Mann-Whitney test).
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on average), followed a succession of numerous EDs in a restricted time
window (about 20 EDs occurring within 4 s). These EDs occurred
mainly in the DG and CA3 subfield (Fig. 3D).

Under physiological conditions (in aCSF containing 3.5 mMK+),
10 μM bicuculline (n=4) and 10 μM kainate (n=4) did not trigger
EDs. However, it is of value to note that bicuculline reliably elicited EDs
occurring at a rate of 0.2 Hz when applied in an extracellular medium
containing 5mMK+ (n=5, Fig. 3A), whereas no EDs were observed in
control slices exposed to a medium containing 5mMK+ in the presence
of vehicle only. As well, during the recordings of CA1 neuron firing, EDs

occurred in all the hippocampal slices exposed to bicuculline when the
extracellular K+ concentration was raised to 7 or 10mM, whereas no
EDs were observed in control slices exposed to a medium containing 7
or 10mMK+.

3.4. The 4 evaluated AED partially reversed 4-AP-induced ED with different
potencies according to the hippocampal subfields

The effect of 4 AEDs (phenobarbital, carbamazepine, clonazepam
and valproic acid) was assessed over a 40-min period on EDs triggered

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(d)

Fig. 3. Evaluation of propensity of bicuculline, 4-AP, kainate and carbachol to trigger EDs.
A: ED rate in Hz as a function of time. After 10min in control conditions, the occurrence of EDs was monitored over 70min in the presence of 50 μM 4-AP (white
triangles, n= 4), 10 μM carbachol (white diamonds, n=3) 10 μM bicuculline in an aCSF containing 3.5 mMK+ (grey circles, n= 4) or 5mMK+ (dark grey circles,
n=5) and 10 μM kainate (black squares, n= 4). Error bars correspond to SEM.
B, D: Representative color plots of the ED number expressed as a function of time, from the beginning of application of the proconvulsive compound (50 μM 4-AP in B
and 10 μM carbachol in D) and over a 40-min period, for each electrode. The color plots are superimposed with a picture of the slice from which the presented data
were recorded. The color code is indicated below the pictures (B: black to white corresponds to 0 to 15 EDs per 30 s period, respectively. D: black to white
corresponds to 0 to 5 EDs per 30 s period, respectively).
C, E: Example of typical ED pattern occurring after application of 50 μM 4-AP (C) or 3 μM carbachol (E). Vertical scale bar: 100 μV, horizontal scale bar: 30 s.
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by 50 μM 4-AP.
Although these results should be confirmed from a larger number of

samples, 500 μM phenobarbital (n=2, Fig. 4A) efficiently (p > .0001)
inhibited EDs in the CA1 region (inhibition was almost complete after
20min). The percentage of EDs inhibition seemed however variable
according to the hippocampal sub-fields (Fig. 4B, C, D): they were de-
creased by 85 ± 0.002%, 48 ± 11%, and 65 ± 21%, in the CA1, CA3
and DG regions, respectively, in comparison with the control slices
recorded in parallel.

100 μM carbamazepine (n=3) partially inhibited the EDs and that
effect was also larger and significant only in the CA1 region
(p= .0423). The rate of the EDs was decreased by 35 ± 7%, 29 ± 9%
and 24 ± 6% in the CA1, CA3 and DG regions, respectively.

After a 40-min application of 1 μM clonazepam (n=4), the ED rate
was inhibited 31 ± 20%, 22 ± 20% and 9 ± 21% in the CA1, CA3
and DG regions, respectively. Due to variability of the results, this slight
effect on the ED rate was significant in none of the 3 hippocampal re-
gions.

Over a 40-min period, 700 μM valproic acid (n=3) was more ef-
fective than 1 μM clonazepam, especially in the CA1 region, where it
significantly decreased the EDs (p= .0476). It decreased the ED rate by
61 ± 14%, 19 ± 4% and 29 ± 16% in the CA1, CA3 and DG regions,

respectively.

3.4.1. Carbachol, kainate and 4-AP but not bicuculline increased firing of
CA1 neurons

In the CA1 region of the hippocampus, the pyramidal neurons are
arranged in a dense layer that forms the stratum pyramidale. These
neurons fire spontaneously in physiological conditions. As shown in
Fig. 5A, the firing rate is correlated to the extracellular K+ level: it
increases proportionally to the K+ concentration in the perfused aCSF
(3.5, 7 or 10mM).

4 reference proconvulsive compounds were evaluated on the CA1
neuron firing rate in aCSF containing 3.5mM, 7mM and 10mMK+.
The aim of evaluating compounds in media with different K+ con-
centrations, and then in different excitability conditions, was to de-
termine if proconvulsive properties could be better revealed in neurons
of which excitability is increased. The firing was first recorded in the
presence of a 10mMK+ aCSF that triggers a sustained firing in all the
evaluated slices. This initial period was used to normalize the data
before any compound application. Next, the firing activity was recorded
in physiological conditions for 40min (in 3.5 mMK+ aCSF), in
7mMK+ aCSF for 30min and in 10mMK+ aCSF for 30min.
Compounds to be evaluated were applied on the slice for 30min in each

(a)

(b) (c) (d)

Fig. 4. Evaluation of phenobarbital, carbamazepine, clonazepam and valproic acid on 4-AP-induced EDs.
A: ED rate in Hz as a function of time. After 10min in control conditions, the occurrence of EDs was monitored over 70min in the presence of 50 μM 4-AP (white
triangles, n= 3), or for 30min in the presence of 4-AP only followed by 40min of co-application with 500 μM phenobarbital (light grey squares,n = 2).
B, C, D: % of decrease of 4-AP-induced EDs after a 40-min application of 500 μM phenobarbital (dashed grey bars, n=2) 100 μM carbamazepine (dashed black bars,
n= 3), 1 μM clonazepam (dotted grey bars, n=4) and 700 μM valproic acid (stripped black bars, n=3), in the CA1 (left graph), CA3 (middle graph) and DG (right
graph) regions of the hippocampal slice. The ED rate at the end of 4-AP application alone (at t=37.5–40min) was considered as 100% and the percentage of
inhibition of EDs over the last 2.5 min of AED application (between t=77.5–80min) are shown in the bar graphs. Error bars correspond to SEM. Significance of the
difference of ED rate before and 40min after AED application is specified above bars (*, p < .05; ****, p < .0001; paired Student's t-test).
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aCSF (from t=20min to t=110min). Control slices prepared from the
same rats were recorded in parallel, over equivalent time periods, in the
presence of vehicle only. It is of value to note that the firing triggered
by the second exposure to a 10mMK+ aCSF was not equivalent to the
one observed during the initial exposure to 10mMK+ aCSF: it sys-
tematically displayed a higher rate.

10 μM bicuculline (n=4) did not significantly modified the firing

rate of CA1 neurons whatever was the extracellular K+ concentration:
after a 25/30-min application of bicuculline in 3.5, 7 or 10mMK+, the
mean normalized firing was 0.017 ± 0.010, 0.596 ± 0.286 and
3.314 ± 1.021, versus 0.020 ± 0.008, 0.661 ± 0.228 and
2.218 ± 0.411 in control conditions (n=4), over equivalent periods
(Fig. 5B). However, EDs started to occur when the perfusion media K+
concentration was raised to 7mM, for all the hippocampal slices

(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

Fig. 5. Evaluation of bicuculline, 4-AP, kainate and carbachol effect on CA1 neuron firing in different excitability conditions.
A: Representative traces of CA1 neuron firing in aCSF containing 3.5, 7 or 10mMK+.
B, C D, E: After a 10-min period in aCSF containing 10mMK+, CA1 neuron firing was recorded for 40min in aCSF containing 3.5mMK+, 30min in aCSF containing
7mMK+ and 30min in aCSF containing 10mMK+. Control slices were recorded in parallel with compound-exposed slices, in the presence of vehicle only (black
circles, n= 5 for B, n=4 for C, D and E). B: 10 μM bicuculline was applied between t=30–110min (grey circles, n= 4). C: 50 μM 4-AP was applied between
t= 30–110min (white triangles, n= 4). D: 1 μM kainate was applied between t= 30–110min (grey squares, n=4). E: 3 μM carbachol was applied between
t= 30–110min (white diamonds, n= 4). The firing rate was normalized to the initial 10-min period, in aCSF containing 10mMK+. Please note that the scale bar
was larger for B graph than for C, D and E graph. Error bars correspond to SEM.
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exposed to bicuculline, and the EDs prolonged up to the end of re-
cording session (in 7 and 10mMK+ extracellular media).

50 μM 4-AP (n= 4) significantly (p= .0286) increased the firing
rate in physiological condition: after a 25/30-min application of 4-AP,
the mean normalized firing rate was 0.134 ± 0.016, versus
0.015 ± 0.003 in control conditions (n=5, Fig. 5C). It is of value to
note that EDs started about 5min after the beginning of 4-AP applica-
tion for all the hippocampal slices exposed to this compound. However,
the normalized firing rate remained in the same range as in matching
control slices in 7mMK+ and 10mMK+ (0.490 ± 0.053 and
1.033 ± 0.088, versus 0.517 ± 0.094 and 1.397 ± 0.116 in control
slices) and did not significantly differ.

1 μM kainate (n=4) clearly increased the firing rate of the pyr-
amidal neurons both in 3.5mM and 7mMK+ extracellular media: The
mean normalized firing was 0.25 ± 0.047 and 1.314 ± 0.127 over
the last five minutes of each period, respectively, versus 0.008 ± 0.004
and 0.430 ± 0.204, in control conditions (n=4), over the equivalent
periods of time (Fig. 5D). Kainate effect was significant in 3.5mMK+

(p= .0286), but just failed to reach significance in 7mMK+

(p= .0571). When the perfusion medium containing 10mMK+ was
applied, the firing rate further increased over 2–3min and then largely
decreased to stabilize around 0.5 at endpoint (0.523 ± 0.155, versus
1.749 ± 0.330 in control conditions, significant difference p= .0286).

3 μM carbachol (n=4) strongly increased the CA1 neuron firing
rate in a 3.5 mMK+ aCSF: it reached a value larger than the one ob-
served in a 7mMK+ aCSF in control conditions (after a 25/30-min
application of 3 μM carbachol, the normalized firing rate was
0.520 ± 0.172, versus 0.015 ± 0.003 in control conditions, n= 4,
Fig. 5E). The firing rate further increased in a 7mMK+ aCSF, it was
1.035 ± 0.169, versus 0.517 ± 0.094 in control conditions over the
last five minutes in this aCSF. As observed with kainate, when 3 μM
carbachol was applied in a 10mMK+ solution, the firing rate first
transiently increased for a few seconds, and then largely decreased and
stabilized around values lower than in control slices (over the last five
minutes of the recording session, the normalized firing was
0.317 ± 0.131 in the presence of carbachol, versus 1.397 ± 0.116 in
matching control slices). Due to the variability of carbachol effect, the
firing rate significantly differ from the one in control slices in
10mMK+ aCSF only (p= .0286).

3.4.2. Phenobarbital and carbamazepine decreased the CA1 neuron firing
but not clonazepam and valproic acid

As for previous parameters (PS area and shape and ED frequency)
the effect of the 4 reference anticonvulsants were evaluated on the
firing of CA1 neurons (Fig. 6).

500 μM phenobarbital (n=4) clearly decreased the firing rate of
the CA1 neurons, whatever was the extracellular K+ although it was
more obvious when the firing was enhanced in aCSF containing
10mMK+ concentration. Thus, the normalized firing rate was
0.014 ± 0.008, 0.270 ± 0.065, and 0.550 ± 0.065 over the last five
minutes of each 30-min application of 500 μM Phenobarbital in 3.5, 7
and 10mMK+ containing aCSF, respectively, versus 0.055 ± 0.005,
0.586 ± 0.065 and 1.509 ± 0.259 in matching control slices (n=3).

100 μM carbamazepine (n=4) decreased the CA1 neuron firing,
especially in aCSF containing 10mMK+ concentration. The normalized
firing rate was 0.005 ± 0.004, 0.163 ± 0.045, and 0.136 ± 0.070
over the last five minutes of each 30-min application of 100 μM car-
bamazepine in 3.5, 7 and 10mMK+ containing aCSF, respectively,
versus 0.012 ± 0.007, 0.409 ± 0.164 and 2.093 ± 0.670 in matching
control slices (n=3).

On the opposite, both clonazepam and valproic acid did not sig-
nificantly modified the CA1 neuron firing rate.

In the presence of 1 μM clonazepam (n= 3), the normalized firing
rate was 0.027 ± 0.016, 0.571 ± 0.097, and 1.480 ± 0.163 over the
last five minutes of each 30-min application of this compound in 3.5, 7
and 10mMK+ containing aCSF, respectively, versus 0.019 ± 0.019,

0.477 ± 0.032 and 1.558 ± 0.134 in matching control slices (n=3).
In the presence of 700 μM valproic acid (n=5), the normalized

firing rate was 0.027 ± 0.010, 0.564 ± 0.130, and 1.324 ± 0.078
over the last five minutes of each 30-min application of this compound
in 3.5, 7 and 10mMK+ containing aCSF, respectively, versus
0.091 ± 0.071, 0.708 ± 0.208 and 1.464 ± 0.138 in matching con-
trol slices (n=4).

4. Discussion

Drug-induced seizures are estimated to represents 6% of new-onset
seizures and 9% of status epilepticus (Chen, Albertson, & Olson, 2016).
As discussed earlier, a reliable assay to detect proconvulsive properties
of compounds in the early stage of drug development and to make the
drug development more effective is lacking. Such process improvement
is needed so that pharmaceutical companies focus on the most pro-
mising and safer compounds, and advance new drugs with a higher
benefit/risk ratio. Although some assays to detect proconvulsive prop-
erties exist, they have limitations. In vivo assays cause substantial an-
imal suffering (especially MEST and PTZ tests). It is ethically desirable
to replace these in vivo assays with predictive in vitro assays. Further-
more, in vitro assays enable mechanism of action studies owing to the
large set of reference pharmacological compounds available.

What makes a compound proconvulsive or seizurogenic? This
question could be addressed at the molecular, cellular, network levels.
Beyond the classical unbalance of excitation/inhibition and increased
neuronal excitability (Federico & MacVicar, 1996; Johnston & Brown,
1981), anything that enhances synchrony in groups of neurons will
favor epileptic events (Menendez de la Prida, Huberfeld, Cohen, &
Miles, 2006; Schwartzkroin, 1994). This is why using a model system
where the native neuronal network is intact is paramount. The hippo-
campal slice is an appropriate model system. The hippocampus is
especially prone to trigger epileptic events both in vitro and in vivo
(Lothman, 1994). In addition, main synaptic connections between
hippocampal neurons are preserved while preparing transverse slices.
Although some connections are severed during slices preparation, the
connectivity between DG, CA3 and CA1 neurons are maintained in
acute slices, as well as the recurrent inputs of CA3 neurons that are
crucial for network synchronization and seizure initiation (Swann &
Gomez-Di Cesare, 1994). Having this connectivity preserved is of par-
ticular importance for investigating compounds triggering “repetitions”
or synchronizations in the network (Schwartzkroin, 1994). Further-
more, in hippocampal slices all the principle neurons, interneurons, glia
are in place and express native receptors, channels, enzymes, proteins
from signaling pathways, etc. Glia plays an important role in the genesis
and maintenance of EDs as it buffers ions in the extracellular space, in
normal and pathological states (Lux, Heinemann, & Dietzel, 1986). Fi-
nally, the hippocampus expresses an extremely wide panel of proteins.
Although all the brain proteins could not be present within a single
brain structure, using hippocampal slices maximize the probability that
some compounds target(s) is(are) present. The hippocampal brain re-
gion is often a focus for epilepsy onset and/or spreading (Colom &
Saggau, 1994) but many types of epilepsies, such as absence epilepsy,
are independent from the hippocampus. However, the aim of the assays
presented here was to document proconvulsive properties of com-
pounds based on a model network displaying a high propensity to
trigger epileptic events.

Synchonization between neurons rely on electrical and chemical
signaling. Electrophysiology is the technique of choice to investigate
the effect of compounds on neuronal functions. The use of MEAs pro-
vides multipoint recordings allowing the detection of synchronized
neuronal activities. In addition, the effect of compounds could be in-
vestigated over large brain areas and region selective effect could be
documented. The MEA technique affords moderate throughput for
testing compounds, exceeding the single electrode recording. Also
MEA-based assays require low quantities of compound (in the range of
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few mg) that are compatible with the quantities available in the early
phases of development.

The first step of this work consisted in investigating and system-
atically comparing the effects of four reference proconvulsive or sei-
zurogenic compounds on the main neuronal properties involved in
seizure risk: neuronal excitability, balance of excitatory/inhibitory sy-
naptic transmission, occurrence of neuronal synchronization mechan-
isms materialized by epileptiform discharges (EDs). The reference
proconvulsive compounds that were evaluated displayed one or several
of the following effects: they increased the CA1 neuron firing rate, they
triggered multiple PS and increased the PS area and they triggered
spontaneous ED that occurred synchronously over the hippocampal
network.

4.1. Most of evaluated proconvulsive compounds increase the PS area and
trigger multiple spikes in response to a single stimulation

Population spike (PS) area and shape were determined to be sen-
sitive readouts of proconvulsive or seizurogenic compound activity.
Indeed, most of the evaluated reference proconvulsive compounds
triggered multiple spikes in response to a single stimulation and

increased the PS area.
100 μM 4-AP, 10 μM bicuculline, and 300 nM kainate increased the

PS area: It was respectively increased by 4-fold, 3-fold and about 10%,
consistently with their mechanism of action.

While stimulating Schaffer collaterals, both GABAergic interneurons
and CA1 pyramidal neurons are depolarized, the firsts temporally
limiting the excitation/depolarization of the seconds. By blocking
GABAA receptors, bicuculline relieved the inhibitory drive of inter-
neurons on principle pyramidal neurons, which resulted in stronger and
longer depolarizations of CA1 neurons following stimulation of afferent
pathway. Thus, instead of generating a single spike, CA1 neurons dis-
playing a longer depolarization in the presence of bicuculline generate
several spikes.

4-AP enhances neurotransmitter release both at glutamatergic and
GABAergic synapses (Buckle & Haas, 1982). Because of the prominence
of excitatory versus inhibitory input on CA1 pyramidal neurons, the net
effect of 4-AP on CA1 pyramidal neurons is an increase of the post-
synaptic depolarization, thereby causing a larger PS (Rowan, 1984). In
addition, the intrinsic excitability of CA1 pyramidal neurons being in-
creased due to the block of potassium channels by 4-AP (Rama et al.,
2017), multiple spikes occur in response to a single stimulation.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. Evaluation of phenobarbital, carbamazepine, clonazepam and valproic acid on CA1 neuron firing in different excitability conditions.
A, B, C, D: After a 10-min period in aCSF containing 10mMK+, CA1 neuron firing was recorded for 40min in aCSF containing 3.5 mMK+, 30min in aCSF containing
7mMK+, and 30min in aCSF containing 10mMK+. Control slices were recorded in parallel with compound-exposed slices (black circles, n= 3 for A, B and C, n=4
for D). A: 500 μM phenobarbital was applied between t= 30–110min (grey squares, n=4). B: 100 μM carbamazepine was applied between t= 30–110min (white
circles, n=4). C: 1 μM clonazepam was applied between t= 30–110min (white diamonds, n= 3). D: 700 μM valproic acid was applied between t= 30–110min
(grey circles, n= 5). The firing rate was normalized to the initial 10-min period, in aCSF containing 10mMK+. Error bars correspond to SEM.
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Kainate directly and selectively activates the ionotropic kainate
receptors, causing a larger depolarization in the post-synaptic CA1
neurons when Schaffer collaterals are stimulated. This larger depolar-
ization is accountable for the increase of PS area and the occurrence of
one additional spike, on average. Kainate was finally evaluated at
300 nM on the PS parameter, but it was initially tested at 1 μM.
However, at such concentration, it largely decreased the PS area. PS
inhibition in the presence of 1 μM kainate did not entail irreversible
excitotoxic mechanisms as a full recovery of PS was observed at
washout. It is likely due to desensitization of receptors (Tasker et al.,
2002), depolarization block (Lees & Sandberg, 1991) and local ionic
disturbances in the extracellular medium (mainly an increase of K+ and
a decrease of Ca2+, Lipski, Bellingham, West, & Pilowsky, 1988) fol-
lowing a prolonged kainate receptors activation.

These results were expected from literature data. Consistent with
our results, 4-AP enhanced the PS area (Accardi et al., 2018; Easter
et al., 2007; Easter et al., 2009). Although the 3 other compounds
(bicuculline, kainate and carbachol) were not evaluated in Easter and
Accardi studies, proconvulsive or seizurogenic compounds tested (4-AP,
picrotoxin, PTZ, penicillin, aminophylline, chlorpromazine, SNC-80,
penicillin, cephazolin, enoxacin, isoniazid, strychnine) significantly
increased the PS area. Our observations were then consistent with these
studies. However, some proven proconvulsive compounds were not
detected with this assay (bupropion, maprotiline, pilocarpine) or bor-
derline (physostigmine).

In contrast to other evaluated compounds, 3 μM carbachol de-
creased the PS area. Interestingly, carbachol displays opposite effects on
CA1 pyramidal neurons according to the considered neuron region.
When applied in the low micromolar range, despite it increases CA1
neuron firing activity (McQuiston, 2010) it decreases EPSP (and by
consequence the PS) by activating pre-synaptic M1 receptors. Indeed,
carbachol effect on EPSP was fully inhibited by the selective M1 an-
tagonist atropine (Hasselmo and Schnell, 1994; Valentino and
Dingledine, 1981). Thus, carbachol displays depolarizing effect at the
somatic level, whereas at the dendritic level, it elicits a decrease of the
evoked-responses, likely due a decrease of glutamate release at CA3
neurons synapses (McQuiston, 2010).

More importantly than the PS area, 4-AP, bicuculline and kainate
triggered multiple PS in a response to a single stimulation: around 3, 4
and 1 additional spikes were observed after application of these com-
pounds, respectively. At the evaluated concentration (3 μM), carbachol
did not trigger multiple PS, consistently with its depressing effect on
evoked-responses at the dendritic level of pyramidal neurons.

The occurrence of multiple spikes in response to a single stimulation
appeared as a more relevant hallmark for a proconvulsive compound
than the compound effect on the PS area. Indeed, the occurrence of
multiple spikes when a single spike would be expected could be one of
the cellular mechanisms involved in neuronal synchronization in epi-
lepsy. In addition, the effect of proconvulsive compounds on the
number of spikes could be fully reversed in the presence of AEDs,
whereas their effect on PS area remained unchanged by AEDs.

Phenytoin, carbamazepine, clonazepam and valproic acid were
tested on PS displaying multiple spikes after 100 μM 4-AP application.
100 μM 4-AP was used for these experiments instead of 50 μM for the
recording of CA1 neuron firing or EDs as it was more convenient to
quantify the AED effect. Indeed, 50 μM 4-AP effect was more variable
and triggered a lower number of additional spikes.

Most of the AEDs evaluated (phenytoin, carbamazepine and clona-
zepam) were able to inhibit the occurrence of additional spikes.
However, they remained devoid of effect on the PS area that was almost
tripled after 4-AP application (see Fig. 2). Actually, the progressive
disappearance of additional spikes in the presence of the AEDs occurred
simultaneously with a progressive increase of the first peak area. A
hypothesis would be that tested AEDs do not significantly change the
overall number of spikes generated by CA1 neurons in the presence of
4-AP but considerably limit the occurrence of spike trains in response to

a single stimulation. In absence of 4-AP, when a neuron is depolarized,
K+ channels activation prevent from further depolarization and thus
limits spike trains (Froemke, 2010). In the presence of 4-AP, spike trains
are then more likely to occur. Both phenobarbital and clonazepam
target GABAA receptors, by enhancing the duration of channel opening
or its frequency, respectively. They were able to limit trains of spikes
and counteracted some of 4-AP effects. Carbamazepine is a use-de-
pendent sodium channel blocker. It binds preferentially to voltage-
gated sodium channels and inhibits high-frequency trains of AP much
more potently than it attenuates firing at low frequencies or individual
AP. It is particularly effective to inhibit AP superimposed on a depo-
larized plateau potential as it occurs in the case of seizures (Rogawski,
Löscher, & Rho, 2016). Complementary patch-clamp experiments
would be of help to better understand how these AEDs modulate the
frequency and timing of CA1 neurons firing in the presence of 4-AP.

Valproic acid only modestly reversed the multiple spikes triggered
by 4-AP. As the other tested AEDs, valproic acid failed to reverse the
increase of PS area triggered by 4-AP.

Interestingly, in the article from Easter et al. (Easter et al., 2007) the
reference proconvulsive compound PTZ and SNC-80 also triggered one
or several additional spikes at the same time they increased the PS area.
Unlike these compounds, physostigmine did not significantly modified
the PS area between 0.1 and 300 μM and was then referenced as a false
negative in this assay. However, the modification of PS shape triggered
by physostigmine was commented by the author, and the figure illus-
trating the physostigmine effect on PS showed that the absence of sig-
nificant effect on the PS AUC resulted from a decrease of the first PS
area concomitant with the emergence of an additional spike.

This further highlights the importance of monitoring multiple spike
occurrence, a feature that is more sensitive and relevant than the in-
crease of the PS area to characterize proconvulsive compounds, from
our point of view.

4.2. Most of evaluated proconvulsive compounds trigger ED in hippocampal
slices

10 μM bicuculline did not trigger EDs on naïve hippocampal slices of
young rats in physiological conditions (with an extracellular K+ con-
centration equal to 3.5mM). However, in experimental conditions
where the excitability was increased (by raising the extracellular K+

concentration to 7mM), EDs occurred in all the slices that were exposed
to 10 μM bicuculline (four out of four slices, observation made during
the recording of CA1 neuron firing) whereas none of the five control
slices recorded in parallel in the presence of vehicle only displayed EDs
in 7mMK+ aCSF. The frequency of EDs in the presence of 10 μM bi-
cuculline was further increased in 10mMK+ aCSF.

Additional experiments performed in aCSF containing 5mMK+

confirmed that 10 μM bicuculline triggered EDs occurring at a stable
rate over a 1-h period (see Fig. 3). These results are consistent with
literature data (Tancredi & Avoli, 1987) documenting that GABAA an-
tagonists' bicuculline and picrotoxin are unable to elicit EDs in phy-
siological conditions, when the extracellular K+ concentration is equal
to 3.5 mM. However, the rate of EDs triggered by bicuculline is almost
linearly related to the [K+]ext between 4.25mM (emergence of EDs,
occurring at a low rate, around 0.02 Hz) and 10.25mM (ED occurring at
a high rate, around 0.65 Hz).

As expected from literature data, 50 μM 4-AP triggered robust EDs
after a few minutes only. The EDs spread from the CA3 region to the
whole hippocampal slice (Perreault & Avoli, 1991, and Gonzalez-Sulser
et al., 2011) and stabilized rapidly around 0.4 Hz. EDs occurred with a
very regular pattern all over the hippocampal sub-fields. 4-AP blocks IA
and ID currents and increases excitability both in principle pyramidal
neurons and in GABAergic interneurons, but the later are pivotal for the
induction of EDs (Avoli & de Curtis, 2011). The high propensity of CA3
pyramidal neurons to generate EDs in the presence of 4-AP is due to the
recurrent excitatory connections among neighboring pyramidal cells,
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combined with the ability of CA3 neurons to generate voltage-gated
Ca2+ bursting (Avoli et al., 2002; Schwartzkroin, 1994; Traub &
Jefferys, 1994; Traub & Wong, 1981).

Kainate was initially tested at 1 μM but did not elicited EDs at such
concentration. Its concentration was then raised to 10 μM, but this
compound failed to reproducibly elicit EDs in our experimental con-
ditions. EDs occurred in a single slice out of the 3 slices exposed to 1 μM
kainate when the extracellular medium was switched to a 10mMK+

aCSF (during experiment of CA1 neuron firing recording). However,
kainate was reported to elicit EDs in in vitro brain slices in several
published article (Yehezkel Ben-Ari & Cossart, 2000; Fisher & Alger,
1984; Lévesque & Avoli, 2013). In addition, kainate receptors are
highly expressed in the CA3 region of the hippocampus. In the nano-
molar range, kainate both activates post-synaptic kainate receptors
(containing GluR6) at mossy fiber synapses and increases tonic inhibi-
tion via the activation of GluR6-containing kainate receptors at gluta-
matergic synapses on GABAergic interneurons (Ben-Ari & Cossart,
2000). The reasons of the apparent discrepancy with published data
likely lies in the extracellular medium used for recordings. Indeed, in
the study from Fisher (Fisher & Alger, 1984), the aCSF used to bathe the
slices contained 5mMK+. Also, kainate might more easily trigger EDs
in brain slices also containing other nucleus of the limbic system or
preserving the connection with the entorhinal cortex (Avoli et al.,
2002). Finally, the concentrations of kainate tested might be too high,
as the literature describes EDs elicited in vitro by kainate concentrations
around 300 nM.

3 μM carbachol was tested first but did not trigger spontaneous EDs.
Then, the carbachol concentration was raised to 10 μM and triggered
EDs with a specific pattern: 2–3 low rate ED occurring at about
0.025 Hz, followed a succession of EDs occurring at about 5 Hz over 4 s
(thus with a frequency in the theta band; 4–12 Hz). This pattern closely
resemble the theta rhythms triggered by carbachol in vitro in hippo-
campal slices (Cataldi et al., 2011; Lévesque, Cataldi, Chen, Hamidi, &
Avoli, 2017; Williams & Kauer, 1997). Although carbachol-induced
theta rhythms in vitro was sometimes considered as a model of theta
oscillations recorded in vivo, the cellular mechanisms responsible for
the oscillatory activity substantially differ. Events triggered by carba-
chol rather correspond to interictal discharges observed in various
models of epilepsy (Cataldi et al., 2011; Williams & Kauer, 1997).
Carbachol-induced EDs mainly results from M1 muscarinic receptors
activation. M1 receptors enhance Ca2+-activated nonselective cation
conductances. Together with high-voltage-activated Ca2+ channels,
Ca2+-activated nonselective cation conductances may significantly
contribute to the EDs observed during carbachol application (Fraser &
MacVicar, 1996). Williams et al. also showed that M1 and M3 mus-
carinic receptors activation promote membrane potential oscillations
whereas M4 muscarinic receptors and nicotinic receptors may excite
interneurons to shape oscillations into a theta rhythm (Williams &
Kauer, 1997).

All the evaluated AEDs partially reverse 4-AP-induced EDs, with
different potencies according to the hippocampal subfields. 500 μM
phenobarbital was the most effective AED and almost fully inhibited
EDs in the CA1 region within 40min. Inhibition of EDs remained partial
after a 40-min application of 700 μM valproic acid, 100 μM carbama-
zepine and 1 μM clonazepam (by rank of efficacy). A longer time period
might be required to achieve a more potent inhibition of the EDs with
these compounds. Also, it is to note that ED inhibition seemed more
effective in the CA1 region than in the CA3 or DG region for all the
compounds tested.

The evaluation of reference AEDs confirmed the importance of
monitoring the occurrence of EDs to evaluate the proconvulsive po-
tential of compounds. In addition, EDs are of particular relevance to the
proconvulsive potential of compounds since they correspond to a phe-
nomenon occurring in vivo in epileptic animal and humans: the inter-
ictal spikes or interictal EDs. It is postulated that interictal EDs could
participate to the genesis of the epileptic focus. Indeed, synchronous

membrane depolarization and synaptic activity occurring during in-
terictal EDs reinforce the strength of synaptic connection between
neurons and might increase seizure probability (Staley, White, &
Dudek, 2011). In addition, almost all the compounds that elicit EDs in
vitro in brain slice also trigger convulsions in animals or humans. For
instance 4-AP caused seizures in humans after poisoning (Spyker,
Lynch, Shabanowitz, & Sinn, 1980) or during therapeutical trials of this
drug (Thesleff, 1980) as in brain slices (Avoli et al., 1996; Rutecki,
Lebeda, & Johnston, 1987). So did bicuculline (de Feo, Mecarelli, &
Ricci, 1985), kainate (Fisher & Alger, 1984) and carbachol (Cohen,
Morley, & Snead, 1981; Cruickshank, Brudzynski, & McLachlan, 1994).
The list of other compounds that both triggered seizures or convulsions
in vivo and EDs in vitro in brain slices remains long (PTZ, pilocarpine,
penicillin, SNC-80, aminophylline, picrotoxin, NMDA, soman - non
exhaustive list). It seems that only DPCPX, an agonist of A1 adenosine
receptors displaying strong proconvulsive properties, was reported to
trigger ED in vitro but not seizures in vivo (Chesi & Stone, 1997).

4.3. Most of evaluated proconvulsive compounds increase CA1 neuron
firing

Among the 4 evaluated compounds, 4-AP, kainate and carbachol
increased the firing of CA1 neurons, whereas bicuculline did not.
However, the increase in neuronal firing differed according to the
compounds, consistently with their mechanism of action.

The voltage-gated K+ channel blocker 4-AP increased the firing in
physiological condition (in an aCSF containing 3.5 mMK+ aCSF). This
K+ concentration was determined as physiological as stated in an ar-
ticle of Lux et al. (Lux et al., 1986). 4-AP increases the K+ gradient
across the membrane, making it more depolarized, and extends the
duration of the repolarization phase after an action potential
(Mitterdorfer & Bean, 2002). In aCSF containing 3.5 mMK+, the firing
activity triggered by 4-AP was mostly synchronized for all the CA1
neurons and even over the whole hippocampal slice. The firing trig-
gered by 4-AP mainly consisted in bursts occurring at regular intervals,
following with the massive depolarization of group of neurons occur-
ring during EDs. The firing activity however remained in the same
range as in control slices when the extracellular K+ concentration was
raised to 7 or 10mM. Indeed, in such extracellular solutions, K+ gra-
dients are decreased, and then mask the effect of 4-AP.

Kainate is a selective agonist for the kainate subtype of glutamate
receptors that are expressed in CA1 and CA3 neurons (Vargas,
Takahashi, Thomson, & Wilcox, 2013). It directly activates glutama-
tergic neurons by causing a cationic influx through the cell membrane
and depolarizing it up to the threshold triggering an action potential. In
the presence of kainate, the firing rate remained higher than in control
conditions in 3.5 and 7mM [K+]ext, but the firing enhancement by
kainate became smaller as the extracellular K+ increased. Indeed, 7mM
[K+]ext causes a depolarization of CA1 neurons membrane and an in-
crease of the firing rate. In proportion, Kainate effect on firing was then
weaker. In the presence of 10mM [K+]ext, after an initial increase of
the firing activity over about 2min, the firing rate drastically decreased.
As discussed earlier, this decrease is not accountable to excitotoxicity
but likely results from a combination of several mechanisms. Indeed,
after a prolonged kainate application, a desensitization of the receptors
could be observed (Tasker et al., 2002). In addition, sustained kainate
receptor activation generate local ionic disturbances in the extracellular
medium (mainly an increase of K+ and a decrease of Ca2+) due to the
depolarizing action of kainate (Lipski et al., 1988). Finally, “depolar-
ization block” preventing CA1 neuron firing, is likely to occur in such
experimental conditions. Indeed, kainate causing a massive influx of
Na+ ions combined with a high K+ extracellular concentration favors a
configuration in which the membrane potential remains “blocked” in a
depolarized state: the membrane potential reaches an equilibrium value
between −40mV and− 35mV, above the spike threshold, and inhibits
subsequent firing (Bianchi et al., 2012; Lees & Sandberg, 1991).
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Experiments with cyclothiazide, a pharmacologic reference compound
preventing kainate receptors desensitization could be used to determine
what part of this phenomenon is responsible for the firing decrease.

The profile of firing activity for the wide spectrum cholinergic re-
ceptors agonist carbachol was equivalent to the one observed in the
presence of kainate. From literature, carbachol effect on CA1 neuron
firing is mediated by muscarinic but not nicotinic receptors (nicotine
has no direct effect on CA1 pyramidal neuronal excitability, (Cole &
Nicoll, 1983). Muscarinic receptors activation lead to blockade of M-
currents and calcium-activated potassium conductances thereby redu-
cing the accommodation of firing (Cole & Nicoll, 1983). In addition,
muscarinic agonists reduce the amplitude of afterhyperpolarization
(Cole & Nicoll, 1984) and facilitate the production of an after-
depolarization (Fraser & MacVicar, 1996). All these actions result in a
net increase of spontaneous firing. As observed for kainate, carbachol
effect on firing (compared to control slices) was lower as the extra-
cellular K+ increased, likely due to the increase of resting membrane
potential value between 3.5 and 7mM [K+]ext. In 10mM [K+]ext, after
a transient increase lasting about 2min, the firing rate largely de-
creased. As discussed above, a desensitization of muscarinic receptors
and establishment of a “depolarization block” could explain this effect.

Bicuculline did not modify the firing activity in the presence of 3.5
and 7mMK+. Indeed, even if GABAergic interneurons modulate ex-
citatory input on CA1 neurons, they apparently do not substantially
modulate their spontaneous firing. In the presence of 10mMK+, bi-
cuculline slightly increased CA1 neuron firing. This slight difference
with control slices is likely attributable to bursting activity associated
with EDs that occurred in the presence of bicuculline.

It is of value to note that the firing triggered by the second exposure
to a 10mMK+ aCSF systematically displayed a higher rate than the one
observed during the initial exposure to 10mMK+ aCSF. The firing rate
was about 50% larger over the second exposure to a 10mMK+ aCSF
compared to the first one for control slices recorded in parallel with
reference proconvulsive compounds (see Fig. 5). However, for control
slices which were not exposed to 7mMK+ aCSF prior 10mMK+ aCSF,
the firing rate was only 10% larger over the second exposure to a
10mMK+ aCSF, when compared to the first one (data not shown).
Several mechanisms might explain this phenomenon. Indeed, several
applications of a high potassium medium (3 times 30 s application of
20mMK+) was documented to induce a long lasting (> 1 h) increase of
the CA1 neurons spikes in response to an electrical stimulation. This
effect is mediated by an increase of the EPSP-spike transfer. Repeated
exposure to high K+ triggers neurotransmitter release and the po-
tentiation of EPSP-spike transfer is dependent on NMDA receptors and
on L-type voltage dependent calcium channels (Semyanov & Godukhin,
2001; Semyanov, Morenkov, Savin, & Godukhin, 1999). In addition, the
expression of some channels at the neurons' membrane might be in-
creased following the initial 10mMK+ application. Also spatial buf-
fering of K+ by glial cells and Na+/ K+ ATPase might be saturated in
the presence of high K+ (Durand, Park, & Jensen, 2010). This last hy-
pothesis might explain why the firing over the second 10mMK+ ap-
plication is larger when it is preceded by a prolonged exposure to a
7mMK+ aCSF than when it is not. However, additional investigations
should be conducted to draw conclusion about the mechanisms in-
volved.

Among the 4 tested AEDs, both phenobarbital and carbamazepine
strongly decreased the CA1 neuron firing, whereas valproic acid only
modestly decreased it and clonazepam left it unaffected, irrespective of
the extracellular K+ concentration. This was consistent with their me-
chanism of action: Phenobarbital inhibits sodium currents and en-
hances GABAergic inhibition. However, positive or negative modula-
tion of GABAergic input did not modify the CA1 neuron firing in our
experimental conditions. Thus, phenobarbital effect on firing likely
results from its inhibition of sodium currents. Carbamazepine is a use-
dependent inhibitor of sodium currents (it strongly inhibits sustained
firing whereas scarce firing is much less inhibited). Consistently with

this feature, carbamazepine inhibited firing by 58% and 60% in 3.5 and
7mM [K+]ext, whereas it was inhibited by 94% in 10mM [K+]ext.
Valproic acid enhances GABAergic inhibition and also affects voltage-
gated sodium channels. The main mechanism responsible for its anti-
epileptic properties is thought to be via an increased GABAergic in-
hibition, hence the lack of significant difference with control slices.
Clonazepam is a positive allosteric modulator acting at the benzodia-
zepine site of the GABAA receptors. Consistently with the lack of effect
of GABAA receptors modulators on the CA1 firing, clonazepam did not
modify the firing rate in comparison with the one in control slices,
whatever was the extracellular K+ concentration.

Evaluation of reference proconvulsive and AEDs confirmed the in-
terest of investigating the effect of compounds on CA1 neuron firing:
although not sufficient to draw conclusions about compound properties
toward the network, the evaluation of their effect on neuron firing in-
dicates if they modulate, positively or negatively, neuronal intrinsic
excitability.

An enhanced neuronal firing would statistically increase the prob-
ability of synchronized presynaptic and postsynaptic firing that would
result in a reinforcement of synaptic coupling between neurons and in
an increased neurotransmission. If a sufficient number of neurons
within the network have their activity and coupling increased this way,
this could eventually lead to epileptic activity (Ben-Ari & Gho, 1988;
Debanne, Thompson, & Gahwiler, 2006; Bains, Longacher, & Staley,
1999).

4.4. Limitations of our results

It would be desirable to increase the sensitivity of this in vitro
electrophysiological assay to detect even weak proconvulsive com-
pounds. The aim of the present study was to identify the parameters of
interest from compounds displaying strong proconvulsive properties.
The assays need to be adjusted to be able to detect even compounds that
are weak proconvulsive (by co-applying a low concentration of a re-
ference pro-convulsive compound together with the compound to be
tested, for instance).

The platform could be validated only once a least a 20–30 com-
pounds will have been tested (including positive and negative controls).
The evaluation of compounds that went through development phases
(and thus with a quite good safety profile before the proconvulsive
effects revealed) would be a clear added value to evaluate the pre-
dictability of this platform.

It might be difficult to select the right concentration of drug can-
didate to be tested in our assay at the beginning of development phases
(when ADME or pharmacokinetic data not yet available).
Systematically selecting a very high concentration could reveal pro-
convulsive properties that would not occur within the therapeutic
window. Thus, it would be desirable to determine the effect of a dose-
range of each compound tested. This way, the threshold concentration
triggering proconvulsive effects could be determined.

Although proconvulsive compounds tested on rat brain slices were
detected most of the time, inter-species differences exists. Then, caution
is needed before drawing any definitive conclusion from rat brain slice
assays. Also, when using young rodent tissue, the target of the pro-
convulsive compound could be not yet expressed, or not at the level it
would be in adults.

Finally, the hippocampal slice does not recapitulate the whole brain
complexity, its connectivity is preserved in 2 dimensions only and the
communication between septal and temporal part of the hippocampus
is severed. The effect of a compound which selectively affects a neu-
ronal network outside of the hippocampus might also be missed.

5. Conclusion

We identified three electrophysiological parameters in hippocampal
slices that could be modified by proconvulsive compounds: the PS
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shape (multiple spikes could appear in the presence of proconvulsive
compounds), the CA1 neuron firing rate (it could be increased in the
presence of proconvulsive compounds) and the overall hippocampal
network synchrony (ED could occur in the presence of proconvulsive
compounds). The effect of proconvulsive compounds on these para-
meters could be reversed by AEDs, thereby confirming their relevance.
The evaluation of each compound on all three parameters is crucial
since they bring complementary information, and delineate the profile
of the compound, i.e. which target might be responsible for its pro-
convulsive properties.

In the next steps of the platform development, it will be of value to
increase the sensitivity of the platform, so that even weak proconvul-
sive compounds could be detected. The validation of this electro-
physiological-based platform (NS-PC set) will also require evaluation of
a larger number of seizurogenic or proconvulsive compounds that failed
along their development (from Lead to Investigated New Drug stage) as
well as negative controls. Finally, it would be optimal to determine the
concentration-response of each compound while using a low compound
quantity and a low number of animals. This would help to define the
predictability of the platform with respect to existing data from in vitro
assays as well as in vivo data from animals or humans.
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